System Design Performance Considerations
Where does your application live? across…. 
Blade Centers Blades Processors

  The Cell Broadband Engine (
The Cell Broadband Engine (Playstation Playstation 3) has 9 cores.
3) has 9 cores.
  Intel recently announced a 48
Intel recently announced a 48--core processor. core processor.
Multicore processors
 Have fully functioning processor "cores" in a processor.  Have individual L1 and shared L2 caches.  OS and applications see each core as an individual processor.
 Applications have to be specifically rewritten for optimized performance.
Source: hardwaresecrets.com -Load a in R1 Load c in R2 -1) Now: need to save result (b) into a register. We have a Register Spill. » Solution: free one of the registers by storing its value to memory; » say we free R1: Store R1  Put b in R1 -2) Now: to execute the second instruction: Load (a) from memory again in R1, for example.
 Problem: there is fewer # of registers than # of instructions to execute and we face
Register Spill (i.e. there is not enough registers for the values)  we end up having more instructions that load and store from/to memory.  Some ALUs may be assigned no jobs and they become a wasted resource. 
Design Concerns
